
Report ICSF Technical Commission of 16.02.2022 

The Commission has received a total of 15 applications. All applications were examined according to 
the following criteria:  

What are national motions and none for ICSF.                           

What are motions for amendments to the Statutes that require 75% approval of the General 
Assembly. 

What are almost identical motions. 

Which of these almost identical motions are without additional costs for new equipment. 

Which of these motions are future versions. 

We have used the list of motions for the ICSF Congress and General Assembly 2022: 

1. fly casting division (Thorgeir) - International fly casting rules - complementarity - no changes in the 
technical rules for the competition - proposals were sent in 2020.  Adopted 

2 Germany - Clarification of time limits and timing for precision competitions. -Rejected 

3. Germany - adoption of parameters for fly lines should be adopted for ladies and gentlemen 
Rejected in favour proposal no 7 from Czech 

4. Germany - introduction of a mixed team classification at the casting world championships 2021 
Rejected, needs changing of constitution 

5. Germany - starting right for all reigning world champions at the next world championship Rejected 

6. Germany - 1 additional starting place in the following year for all nations that have won a world 
championship title  Rejected 

7. Czech Republic - change of the length tolerance of the fly line for girls and ladies in discipline no.2  
Adopted 

8. Czech - Extension of the colour range for flies   Adopted 

9. Czech - Proposal to appoint a new cadet category (JUN 19-23)   Adopted 

10. Sweden - Motivation, loss of enthusiasm and desire of ICSF to develop the federation and the 
sport. Rejected , no concrete application 

11 Sweden - men and women competing in the same class in the precision competitions of the sport 
of casting and fly casting. Rejected, needs changing of constitution 

12. Sweden - ICSF remains a member of IWGA, casting sports, there is a possibility to become part of 
TWG.  Rejected no chance to come in 

13. Sweden - Casting and fly casting competitions to be held simultaneously from 2024 onwards 
Rejected , no organizer 

14th Sweden - fly distance double handed (Event 6) and spin distance double handed (Event 7) for a 
women's class.   Rejected, needs changing of constitution 

15. Sweden - Officers (ICSF Board, Board members and members in ICSF Standing Committees) to be 
elected for two years.   Rejected, needs changing of constitution 



 

Proposals 2.,3.,4.,5.,6.,7.,8.,9.,11.,14. are for the analysis of the ICSF Technical Commission and for 
the 

                                                             Recommendation for the adoption of some proposals                                                                         

Proposals 1.,10.,12.,13.,15. are for the analysis of the ICSF Board and for the recommendation to 
evaluate the proposals for discussion and conversation    

Proposal 1 - easy to accept 

 

Proposals 10.,12. are not concrete, not based on actual reality            

 

 

Kurt Klamet    Dr. Juraj Meszaros  Thorgeir Gustavsen 
Speaker Technical  Commission  Technical  Commission  Technical  Commission  
 

Green =  Recommendations of the Technical Commission  Adopted 

Red = Rejected of the  Technical Commission 

 


